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 You can find everything you need to know about them below. Before using a Cheat Code or Trainer to alter the game, make
sure you don't do it in-game. You'll then need to load a game level, load the Trainer or Cheat Code before you load the game

and start playing. We don't support cheats and trainer hacks of any kind. Any Trainer or Cheat Code you download will be sent
to you unmodified by the developers, including this one. There are different types of Cheats: Visual Cheats Control-based

Cheats FIFA Manager 13 Cheat Codes in Video Game In FIFA Manager 13, cheat codes are hidden and are available in the
game using the "Cheats" section on the main menu. Most cheat codes work in both single and multiplayer games. The cheat
codes are hidden and you'll need to use the "Find Cheats" feature to find them. Note that finding codes may take a little time

and you can use the search criteria to narrow down your options. Use the "Search All" to search for Cheat Codes, and the
"Search Single Player" to search for codes for single player games. The "Search Multiplayer" will search for cheat codes that

work in multiplayer games. FIFA Manager 13 Cheat Code List Use the links below to access all of the cheat codes you can use
in FIFA Manager 13. Code Type Description Cheat Code Code Example Description: 01. Base Kit - Font Colours - 1 BKS

Default 02. Base Kit - Fonts - 0 BKF 03. Base Kit - Line Height - 5 BKL 04. Base Kit - Line Style - 2 05. Base Kit - Paragraph
Format - 2 BPF 06. Base Kit - Paragraph Style - 0 BPS 07. Base Kit - Spell Checker - 0 BKG 08. Bonus' BK1 09. Bi-Lingual - 1

BK2 10 82157476af
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